SEX: HEN
FAMILY: JANSSEN-AARDEN
COLOR: B CHECK WHITE FLIGHT
JANSSEN-VAN LOON. HALFBROTHER 2ND ACE PIGEON FROM THE NETHERLANDS 2012. 3RD NATIONAL ACE PIGEON YEARLINGS 2012 3RD NATIONAL/NPO ARGENTON 3,864.

13-NL-1923062
"MISTER STIER"
JANSSEN-VAN LOON
JANSSEN-VAN LOON. HALFBROTHER 2ND ACE PIGEON FROM THE NETHERLANDS 2012. 3RD NATIONAL ACE PIGEON YEARLINGS 2012 3RD NATIONAL/NPO ARGENTON 3,864.

05-NL-1072096
"DE STIER"
JANSSEN-VAN LOON
SON OF "DE STIER" SON PRINS X STIERKE TOP BREEDER FATHER TO O.A. OFFENBURG 227 1156, STROEMBECH 636/ 11,682, POMMEREU 57/ 653, PERRONE 57/ 598, MOESKROEN 67/ 632.

03-NL-5270488
"DE STIER"
JANSSEN-VAN LOON
SON PRINS X STIERKE TOP BREEDER FATHER TO O.A. MISS TURBO 10 PRIZES. ALSO FATHER TO 8TH NATIONAL CHANTILLY 15,000.

93-BELG-2468410
"THE 410"
JANSSEN-VAN LOON
DAUGHTER RAKET GERB. JAN JANSSEN ARENDONK. THE 410 DIRECT DAUGHTER TO "RAKET" THE BEST FROM GERB. JAN JANSSEN ARENDONK.

03-BELG-6405581
"THE 410"
JANSSEN-VAN LOON
SUPER BREEDING HEN. VAN LOON POPPEL LOUIS VAN LOON MOTHER TO 2ND ACE PIGEON FROM THE NETHERLANDS 2012. 3RD NATIONAL ACE PIGEON YEARLINGS 2012 3RD NATIONAL/NPO ARGENTON 3,864.

05-BELG-6185584
"THE 410"
JANSSEN-VAN LOON
GRANDFATHER TO 2ND ACE PIGEON FROM THE NETHERLANDS 2012.

09-BELG-6185584
"VAN LOON"
JANSSEN-VAN LOON
GRANDFATHER TO 2ND ACE PIGEON FROM THE NETHERLANDS 2012.

92-NL-5270488
"DE STIER"
JANSSEN-VAN LOON
SON PRINS X STIERKE TOP BREEDER FATHER TO O.A. MISS TURBO 10 PRIZES. ALSO FATHER TO 8TH NATIONAL CHANTILLY 15,000.

93-BELG-2468410
"THE 410"
JANSSEN-VAN LOON
DAUGHTER RAKET GERB. JAN JANSSEN ARENDONK. THE 410 DIRECT DAUGHTER TO "RAKET" THE BEST FROM GERB. JAN JANSSEN ARENDONK.

03-BELG-6405581
"THE 410"
JANSSEN-VAN LOON
SUPER BREEDING HEN. VAN LOON POPPEL LOUIS VAN LOON MOTHER TO 2ND ACE PIGEON FROM THE NETHERLANDS 2012. 3RD NATIONAL ACE PIGEON YEARLINGS 2012 3RD NATIONAL/NPO ARGENTON 3,864.

05-BELG-6185584
"THE 410"
JANSSEN-VAN LOON
GRANDFATHER TO 2ND ACE PIGEON FROM THE NETHERLANDS 2012.

09-BELG-6185584
"VAN LOON"
JANSSEN-VAN LOON
GRANDFATHER TO 2ND ACE PIGEON FROM THE NETHERLANDS 2012.

GB 13 Z 57608
AARDEN
INBRED DIRECT SON OF "INCREDIBLE" 10 TIMES NATIONAL-INTERNATIONAL PRIZE WINNER FROM 620 TO 793 MILES.

GB 19 Z 57608
AARDEN
INBRED DIRECT SON OF "INCREDIBLE" 10 TIMES NATIONAL-INTERNATIONAL PRIZE WINNER FROM 620 TO 793 MILES.

GB 12 R 37340
AARDEN
DIRECT DAUGHTER OF "RED RUM" SUPER MARATHON DISTANCE RACER. 12TH DUTCH NATIONAL BARCELONA VS 7,046, 12TH OPEN INTERNATIONAL BARCELONA VS 26,086.

GB 14 R 39915
Hatton
AARDEN
DIRECT GRANDSON OF "INCREDIBLE" 10 TIMES NATIONAL-INTERNATIONAL PRIZE WINNER FROM 620 TO 793 MILES. INCLUDING 5 TIMES BARCELONA 793 MILES. ALSO A GRANDSON OF "RED RUM" SUPER RACER WINNING 12TH DUTCH NATIONAL BARCELONA VS 7,046, 12TH OPEN INTERNATIONAL BARCELONA VS 26,086 AS 2 YEAR OLD FLEW IN THE PRIZES FROM BORDEAUX 500 MILES AND TARBES 614 MILES FOUR WEEKS APART. THIS IS AN EXTREME LONG DISTANCE LINE.

GB 15 R 39262
AARDEN
GRANDDAUGHTER TO EUROPE'S NUMBER ONE JAN AARDEN STOCK COCK.

GB 14 R 39262
AARDEN
GRANDDAUGHTER TO THE NUMBER ONE STOCK COCK "MAARTEN" AND SUPER BREEDER "RODE CRAMERS."

GB 14 R 43639
AARDEN
GRANDDAUGHTER TO EUROPE'S NUMBER ONE JAN AARDEN STOCK COCK "MAARTEN."
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